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Let (V, q) be a totally positive binary quadratic space over a totally real 
number field k. A lattice in F is a finitely generated ok-submodule of V of 
rank 2, ufc being the ring of integers in k. We can define the notions of class 
and genus on the set of all lattices in V (cf. [1]). The purpose of this note is 
to announce an explicit formula for the number of proper classes in the genus of 
any free lattice in V. The details will be published elsewhere. 

1. A class number relation. Scaling q by a constant factor if necessary, we 
may assume that q represents 1. Then, the binary quadratic space (V, q) is k-
isomorphic to (£(>/-ô), N), ô being the discriminant of (V, q) and N the norm 
of fcOv^ô) to k. Let G be the kernel of the norm map v\ RK/k(Gm) ~~"*Gm, 
where K = k(^-8), RK/k is the Weil functor of restricting the field of def
inition from K to k (cf. [6]) and Gm denotes the multiplicative group of non
zero elements in a universal domain containing k. Then, the algebraic torus G 
is nothing but the special orthogonal group of N, and the class number H oî G 
over k, which is intrinsically defined, can be interpreted as the number of proper 
classes in the genus of any free lattice in K. 

Consider the isogeny X: RK^k(Gm) —* G x Gm defined by 

If we identify the character groups of RK/k(Gm), G, Gm by Z[@], Z[@] Ils, Z, 
respectively, ® being the Galois group of K/k and s = 2aG(g a, then the dual X: 

*?*G^ -* ̂ Z^m)of x is g i v e n b y 
X(7 mod Zs, z) = zs + (2? - S(y)s), 

where 5(T) = 2a€E(g z0 if 7 = 2 a e @ za • a E T Ç ^ ( G J = Z[«]. The maps X 
and X induce naturally the following maps: \ \ R^jk^mX ~~* (^ x **m)v for 
each (finite or infinite) prime v of k, X£ : RK/k(Gm% —* (G x Gm% for each 
finite prime \> of *, X£: RK/k(Gj; -> (G x Gm)~, and (k)k: XG7GJU -+ 
RK/k(Gm)k (cf. [2]), °° being the set of all infinite primes of k. For a 
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1For the unexplained notions, see [2], [ 3 ] , [ 5 ] . 
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